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Scrape-off layer intermittency in the Castor tokamak
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Spatial–temporal intermittency of floating potential and ion saturation current fluctuations is
analyzed by using data obtained from two probes arrays in the scrape-off layer of the CASTOR
tokamak @Proceedings of the 1996 International Conference on Plasma Physics~Nagoya!
~International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna, 1997!, Vol. I, p. 322#. For these ion saturation
current fluctuations with non-Gaussian probability density functions, a conditional averaging
analysis shows coherent structures with correlation lengths and lifetimes larger for larger amplitude
conditions. Nevertheless, there is no evidence of such large structures in the potential fluctuations.
Furthermore, wavelet transforms are used to analyze these nonstationary fluctuations and obtain
details not observed with the Fourier technique. So, examining wavelet power and coherence
spectra, strong intermittency is found for both kinds of fluctuations, in a time scale two orders of
magnitude higher than that observed in the conditional analysis. Moreover, during the discharges the
observed wavelet quadratic coupling alters intermittently for some low-frequency components.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1070-664X~99!00803-4#
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the main technological problems in the operat
of tokamaks is the power density deposited at the limiter
inner wall, with the release of neutrals by sputtering due
localized heat and particle loadings. The consequent incr
of impurity content in the plasma core degrades the plas
confinement conditions. Thus, the application of tokamaks
nuclear fusion reactors requires the control of this pow
deposition. On the other hand, this deposition depends on
width of the scrape-off layer~SOL!, formed around the
plasma, which is altered by the electrostatic turbulence c
acteristics in this region.1,2 Therefore, controlling turbulence
at the SOL could reduce the power density deposited at
limiter and inner wall, improving plasma confinement in t
kamaks. So, understanding turbulence in this region m
lead to the development of appropriate control methods
avoid this problem.

However, despite the recent experimental effort, tur
lence in the SOL has not been completely characteri
yet.1,2 Thus, one of the most investigated features is the
istence of coherent structures in this region, which wo
affect the plasma transport and modify the turbulen
description.3,4 Nevertheless, up to now the existence of c
herent structures in SOL has not been clearly confirmed5

In this work, we applied some advanced numerical te
niques to search coherent structures and intermittency in
turbulent electrostatic fluctuations observed at the CAST
tokamak scrape-off layer.6

Probability density functions~PDF! of these data
showed deviations from the Gaussian distribution, i.e.,
analyzed fluctuations are not randomly distributed in sp
8461070-664X/99/6(3)/846/8/$15.00
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and time. These non-Gaussian features suggested the
tence of intermittency with formation and destruction of c
herent structures. So, we applied complementary nume
techniques to obtain information about intermittency, coh
ent structures, and their nonlinear interactions.

To verify the existence of coherent components, we u
a conditional averaging technique that follows the statisti
evolution of selected conditions in the measur
fluctuations.7 Thus, we found coherent components with co
relation lengths and lifetimes larger for larger fluctuati
level conditions.

Besides this conditional technique, we also used wav
analysis to detect the intermittency by resolving short-liv
events during the considered plasma discharges, and to
low in time the contribution of the various frequencies to t
analyzed signal. For that we computed wavelet transfo
and, by using definitions analogous to the usual definition
Fourier analysis, we obtained wavelet cross-spectra
cross-coherence. Thus, we obtained local information ab
intermittent correlation at a particular frequency band a
temporal location in the time-scale plane.8 In the literature
these quantities are related to particle transport to identify
dominant drive source of particle flux at the scrape-
layer.1 So, we estimated the driven turbulence particle fl
that varies intermittently by an order of magnitude during t
discharge time.

On the other hand, when a signal has a spatial struc
of any kind, it is expected that some phase coupl
occurs.9–11 Then, to measure the amount of phase coupl
present in a signal or between two signals, we calcula
bicoherence spectra with wavelet analysis as it is compu
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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847Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 6, No. 3, March 1999 Heller et al.
with Fourier analysis.12 This wavelet bicoherence detec
phase coupling between short lived wavelets rather than
tween modes as Fourier bicoherence. As predicted by
technique, we observed phase coupling for two frequen
present in a signal along with their sum or difference f
quencies.

Thus, in this work, by applying the mentioned advanc
numerical techniques, we report episodes of coherent st
tures and intermittency in the analyzed turbulent electrost
fluctuations observed at the CASTOR tokamak scrape
layer.6

We analyzed data measured by two arrays of probes~ten
tips spaced poloidally byd50.005 m), which are spaced to
roidally by 0.010 m. The first array measures the ion satu
tion current (Ĩ sat) and the second one measures the float
potential (w̃).6,13 Neglecting temperature fluctuations, th
probes measure the plasma potential,w̃p , and the electron
density,ñe .

The main plasma parameters in this experiment are
jor radius R050.40 m, minor radius~limiter position! a
50.085 m, toroidal magnetic fieldBt51.0 T, plasma curren
I p56 kA, pulse length of 25 msec, and safety factor at
limiter q(a)'15. Radial profiles of the floating potential an
electrical current fluctuations show plateaux indicating a
closed magnetic surface atr'0.083 m, just 0.002 m from
the limiter. Figure 1 shows typical time profiles of the di
charge studied in this paper. These profiles are stationar
the interval 5 msec,t,20 msec, for which the fluctuation
are analyzed.

To analyze turbulence, we considered simultaneous t
point measurements of electrostatic quantities at the scr
off layer ~at r 50.090 m, 0.005 m from the limiter and 0.02
m from the vessel!.6 The ratios of the magnitude of fluctua
tions to their mean values in the region of measurements
approximately 0.20.

FIG. 1. Tokamak time profiles for the studied discharge: plasma curr
density, horizontal and vertical position of the plasma column, from top
bottom.
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Signals from the diagnostics were sampled at a rate
308 kHz. Calculations are done on the samples after h
pass digital filtering with a cutoff frequency of 1.5 kHz. Th
frequency spectra are broad, up to a few 5 to 80 kHz, w
decreasing power density toward high frequencies. On
equatorial plane fluctuations present long wavelengths, t
cally lw /a'0.9 andln /a'0.6. The order of magnitude o
the particle flux in the SOL induced by turbulence was e
mated as 131019m22 s21.

Average dispersions are linear~i.e., the average poloida
wave vectors,k̄, are proportional to the frequencies!, in the
region of high spectral power density andsk / k̄.1. The
productk̄rs'1 ~wherers is the ion gyroradius! is ten times
higher than that expected from drift wave theories,1 but simi-
lar to values obtained in other takamaks.

Magnetohydrodynamic~MHD! spectra for fluctuating
radial magnetic field show a coherent peak at the freque
of 50 kHz ~Ref. 6! for which the electrostatic power densit
is low. Therefore, MHD is not the driving mechanism of th
electrostatic turbulence analyzed in this work. Moreover,
perimental correlations between these two kinds of osci
tions are usually low.1

In Sec. II we present a short description of the con
tional analysis with the results obtained with our data.
Secs. III and IV we present linear and bicoherence wave
that are appropriate to analyze de nonstationary behavio
our signals. Finally, in Sec. V some conclusions are dra
for electrostatic fluctuations.

II. CONDITIONAL ANALYSIS

The usual approaches to characterize plasma turbule
in tokamaks assume that fluctuating fields are randomly
tributed in space and time.14 This assumption of homogene
ity can be examined with the probability density functio
~PDF! and their moments. In fact, Gaussian signals ha
known higher-order moments, such as skewness (S50) and
kurtosis (K53), and these momenta can be calculated fr
the analyzed data.

Figure 2 shows PDF for floating potential fluctuations~
S50.0460.02, K53.0760.04) and ion saturation curren
fluctuations (S50.6660.02, K53.4060.04). In our data
only the ion saturation fluctuations deviate from Gauss
distribution significantly. Similar values were obtained wi
all probes of the two arrays.

t,
o

FIG. 2. Probability distribution functions for floating potential fluctuation
~a! and ion saturation fluctuations~b! as a function of fluctuation amplitude
normalized to the respective standard deviation. Dashed curves repr
Gaussian functions.
ense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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848 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 6, No. 3, March 1999 Heller et al.
These non-Gaussian features imply the formation
destruction of long-scale length coherent structures.15 To ob-
tain information about these structures, we investigated
turbulence with conditional statistical analysis that shows
dependence of the statistical characteristics of the fluc
tions on the amplitude of the measured parameter. Moreo
this analysis applies a conditional averaging technique
separate the coherent structures from the incoherent tu
lence.

The conditional time average,F(x1d,t), is an estimate
of the time average ofF at some distance,d, and time
shifted, t, away from a reference point at the positionr,
when the oscillation at the reference point takes a valueF
5Fc during a time sequencet j :

Fcond~x1d,t!5~1/N!(
j 51

N

F j~x1d,t,t j ,Fc!. ~1!

Following Ref. 7, we approximate this average by
power series representation around the conditionFc , ap-
plied to the signal at the reference pointr:

Fcond8 ~x1d,t!5(
i 51

N

a i~d,t!@Fc#
i . ~2!

The coefficientsa i do not depend on the condition bein
imposed on the signal, but only on the separation,d, and the
time delay,t. We utilize only the first three coefficients i
Eq. ~2! to estimate the conditional averages. These coe
cients are evaluated by minimizing the mean square errod:7

d5^@Fcond8 ~x1d,t!2Fcond~x1d,t!#2&. ~3!

To apply this algorithm, we used data from a referen
and four other probes in the same radial position (r /a
51.06) equally spaced (d50.51 cm) in the poloidal direc-
tion, choosingFc as a value ofF at (x50,t) measured with
the reference probe in the equatorial plane, andx5nd (n
51,2,3,4) as the positions of the other four probes.

For the conditional average to track a coherent com
nent in a signal, the condition imposed must define the st
ture, that is, the structure should be defined by its amplitu
Also the structure must be strongly coherent along the
fined trajectory~in our experiment the trajectory is assum
along the poloidal direction!, and the shape of the structu
must not change. If these conditions do not exist, the co
tional average will have the effect of ‘‘smearing out’’ th
shape of the coherent components and no structure is de
able.

In Figs. 3~a! and 3~b! we compare the conditional ave
ages~dashed lines!, Fcond8 , and cross-correlation function
~continuous lines!, R, for ion saturation fluctuations. HereR
is plotted for reference purposes since it reveals only
Gaussian component of the considered fluctuating quan
In these figures, each set of five curves corresponds to
conditional averages calculated with data from the refere
and the other four probes at different poloidal separatio
for the conditionsFc51s @Fig. 3~a!# and Fc53s @Fig.
3~b!# ~where s is the fluctuation standard deviation!. The
conditional averages are normalized such thatFcond8 (x,t
50)/Fc5R. For these fluctuations the conditional averag
Downloaded 29 Jan 2013 to 128.83.61.192. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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differ from the cross-correlation functions, especially f
Fc53s. For floating potential fluctuations the shape of t
conditional averages closely resembles the cross-correla
functions.

Figure 4 shows the conditional average for ion saturat
fluctuations for the same condition of Fig. 3~a! calculated for
different poloidal separations at the same radial position. T
curves are shifted on the vertical axis by the poloidal pro
separation. The shift of the peaks in time as a function
probe separation permits us to obtain the poloidal phase
locity of the waves in the plasma.

At a distanced'1.5 cm away from the reference prob
the conditional averages develop a peak with negative
plitude, which is phase delayed with the positive peak~posi-
tive peak defines the phase velocity!. Furthermore, as the
distance between probes increases, the phase-shifted co
nent become more significant, indicating propagation in
medium with frequency and wave number related dispers
properties. The peaks of the conditionally averaged fluct

FIG. 3. Normalized cross-correlation functionsR ~———! and conditional
averagesFcond8 ~---! for ion saturation fluctuations for the conditionFc

51s ~a!; the same for the conditionFc53s ~b!.

FIG. 4. Normalized conditional averages for the same fluctuations and
ditions of Fig. 3~a! for different poloidal separationsd.
ense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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849Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 6, No. 3, March 1999 Heller et al.
tions were tracked against the poloidal separation and ag
the corresponding time shift. The exponential decay coe
cients bd and bt were calculated by fitting exponentia
curves to the experimental data. Exponential space and
decay coefficients were calculated for several conditionsFc

imposed to data.
A conditional correlation length,Ld5bd

21, and lifetime,
Lt5bt

21, were obtained for both fluctuations from the dec
coefficients. Figure 5 shows correlation lengths,Ld , for
specified conditions at~a! r 59 cm and~b! lifetimes,Lt . The
changes in correlation lengths and lifetimes for different c
ditions for potential fluctuations are less than 7%. For
saturation fluctuations the variation inLd for different con-
ditions is '8%. The change inLt is '32%. We calculated
the error of these variations as 2% since the estimated
relation lengths and lifetimes errors were of 1%. These p
cisions are enough to identify a significant asymmetry
tween positive and negative conditions~Fig. 5!. Larger
correlation lengths and lifetimes occur at larger conditio
This result seems consistent with the hypothesis that st
tures at larger amplitudes have longer lifetimes compa
with structures with a smaller condition.

III. SPECTRAL WAVELET ANALYSIS

Wavelet analysis completes the Fourier analysis and
mits often a similar interpretation, but amplifies it, by addi
time resolution. Therefore, this numerical technique is
equate to analyze our signals with rapidly changing frequ
cies during short intervals.8,11,16,17

The application of the wavelet method on our nons
tionary signal analysis is based on a wavelet function set
changes its size and position by dilatation and shifting. T
wavelet transform decomposes the experimental time se
using a wavelet basis of functions localized both in time a
frequency domains. However, a good frequency resolu
can only be achieved by means of a large sampling wind
which results in a poor time resolution; on the contrary
good time resolution implies short windows, which results
a poor frequency resolution.

In this analysis we used the continuous wavelet tra
form based on the Morlet wavelet:11

Ca~ t !5a21/2exp@ i2pt/a2~ t/a!2/2#. ~4!

A frequency f 52p/a is assigned to each scalea. The fre-
quency resolution of the waveletCa(t) is D f 5 f /4, and the

FIG. 5. Exponential decay coefficients in space,Ld ~a!, and time,Ld ~b!, for
different conditions,Fc , for floating potential~O! and ion saturation curren
~3! fluctuations.
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time resolution isDt52a. If x(t) is the signal under analy
sis, the wavelet transform ofx(t) with respect to a chosen
mother waveletCa(t) is defined by16

Wx~a,t!5E x~ t !Ca~ t2t!dt, ~5!

wherea is a scaling parameter andt is a time shift param-
eter. In wavelet analysis time resolution is variable with fr
quency, so that high frequencies have a sharper time res
tion. Wavelet coefficients are averaged over a finite inter
T:$T02T/2<t<T01T/2%.

Similarly to classical Fourier spectral analysis, we d
fined the cross-power spectrum for two time seriesx(t) and
y(t):

Cyx~a,T0!5E
T0

Wx~a,t!Wy* ~a,t!dt. ~6!

The phase spectrum was obtained from

uyx~a,T0!5tan21$Im@Cyx~a,t!/Re@Cyx~a,t#%. ~7!

To quantify where two nonstationary fluctuating signa
are linearly correlated at a particular scale~frequency! and
time location in a time-scale plane, we defined the cohere
spectrum with values in the interval 0<gxy

2 <1. When there
is a perfect linear relation at some frequency it is equal to
Accordingly, the coherence spectrum was defined as

gyx
2 ~a,T0!5uCyx~a,T0!u2/Cxx~a,T0!Cyy~a,T0!, ~8!

whereCxx andCyy are the wavelet autopower spectra of t
signalsx(t) andy(t), respectively.

The statistical error,«, was determined following Ref
15 and is given by

«~gyx!'~ f N / f N!1/2, ~9!

where f N is the Nyquist frequency andN is the number of
samples.

Figure 6 shows the temporally resolved coherence
tween two poloidally separated probes for~a! fluctuating
floating potential and~b! ion saturation current. Noise leve
is «'0.10 for low-frequency components. Such spectra
useful to follow the coherence development, in frequen
and time, showing alternated regions of high and low coh
ence values suggesting an intermittent behavior. The co
ence is intermittent for both kinds of fluctuations. This ele
tric potential intermittency is not in conflict with the absen
of coherent structures~for this fluctuation! previously re-

FIG. 6. Time-resolved wavelet coherence versus time of floating poten
~a! and ion saturation current fluctuations~b!.
ense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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ported, in the average conditional analysis, since the t
scale of the wavelet analysis~1 msec! is two orders of mag-
nitude higher than the time scale of the average conditio
analysis (131022 msec).

We applied the technique ofS(k, f ) spectrum18 using
wavelet auto- and cross-spectra and calculatedS( f ) and
S(k) spectra. Figure 7 shows the contour ofS(k) spectrum
for ion saturation current fluctuations, suggesting an in
mittet wave number variation. This intermittent variation c
be seen better in the one-dimensional plot of Fig. 8 t
shows theS(k51.3 cm21) evolution for the spectrum of Fig
7. The same results are obtained with floating potential fl
tuations.

From S(k, f ) we determined the power-weighted ave
age values of poloidal wave vector,ku , and the phase veloc
ity, vph. This was obtained from four pairs of probes at t
same radial distance and near the equatorial plane~covering
a vertical distance larger than the precision of the vert
plasma column position!. Figure 9~a! shows the phase veloc
ity for floating potential fluctuations for pairs of probes
different poloidal positions. These values are comparabl
those obtained by using Fourier transforms of data from f
similar discharges. Figure 9~b! shows the average values
poloidal-wave-vectors for the same probes. The dispersio
so high that in some discharges the phase velocity and
averaged wave vector values are not well defined for
distant probes above the equatorial plane. There is an as
metry in the velocity and wave vector, namely, a variation
these quantities for increasing poloidal angles. The obse
wave vector variation from the probes below and above
equatorial plane, separated bydx'1 cm, isdk'k, compa-
rable to the variation expected from calculated dispersion

FIG. 7. Time-scaleS(k) wavelet spectrum for ion saturation current flu
tuations.

FIG. 8. One-dimensional evolution of the spectrum of Fig. 7 fork̄
51.3 cm21.
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the scalek21. This reported behavior is also observed for t
phase velocity and wave vectors of ion saturation curr
fluctuations.

Besides the relevance of the intermittent behavior of
oscillations, relating these quantities to other quantities u
in the literature to analyze the turbulent transport would
worthwhile. In fact, spatial and temporal heterogeneity
transport could be used to identify the dominant drive sou
of particle flux at the scrape-off layer.1 Therefore, we esti-
mated this transport from the electrostatic fluctuations a
lyzed in this work. For that, the radial particle flux,G
5^ññ&, driven by the density,ñ, and plasma potential,w̃p ,
was obtained by calculating the fluctuating radial drift velo
ity ñ5Ẽ/Bt (Ẽ5kw̃p). In this work we used the spectra
analysis to calculateG from the equation1

G52kuCnwusin~unw!/Bt , ~10!

where, as before,Bt is the toroidal magnetic field andk is the
plasma potential poloidal wave number. Figure 10 shows
intermittent time resolved frequency transport spectra
probes at the equatorial plane,r /a51.06, maximum value of
'631017m22 s21/kHz. Furthermore, the order of magn
tude of total particle flux in this radial position was estimat
as 131019m22 s21. This intermittent behavior varies by a
order of magnitude during the discharge time. This stro
variation was recently predicted by numerical simulatio
obtained for a model with threshold instability driven by
volumic source, in contrast to a diffusive transport describ
by a gradient drive mechanism.19

FIG. 9. Wavelet phase velocity, for pairs of probes in different poloid
positions, for floating potential fluctuations~a! and average poloidal wave
number for the same probes~b!. Symbol~s! for u;25.631022 rad, ~3!
for u;0 rad ~equatorial plane!, ~1! for u;5.631022 rad, and~* ! u;1.7
31021 rad.

FIG. 10. Intermittent time-resolved frequency transport spectra for probe
the equatorial plane andr /a51.06, maximum value'631017/m2

•s•kHz.
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IV. BISPECTRAL WAVELET ANALYSIS

To detect short-lived intermittent coherent structures,
combined wavelet and bispectral analysis by calculating,
short intervals, wavelet bispectra and bicoherences betw
two frequencies and their sum and difference frequenc
Furthermore, from these wavelet algorithms we obtained
dences of phase coupling between wavelet component
different scale lengths, expected to occur if turbulence p
sents some structure.11,15,20

Bicoherence was calculated according to the follow
definitions. First, the wavelet bispectrum is

B~a1 ,a2!5E
T
Wx* ~a,t!Wx~a1 ,t!Wx~a2 ,t!dt, ~11!

whereWx(a,t) is the wavelet transform ofx(t) @Eq. ~5!# and
the integral is taken over a finite intervalT as with the linear-
wavelet spectrum. This wavelet-bispectrum measures
amount of phase coupling that occurs between wavelet c
ponents of scale lengthsa1 , a2 , anda such that the sum rule
1/a51/a111/a2 is satisfied. Since the scale lengths may
interpreted as inverse frequencies, the wavelet bispect
may be interpreted as the coupling of wavelets of frequen
such thatf 5 f 11 f 2 . Phase coupling is usually expressed
the normalized wavelet bicoherence. Then, substituting
scale lengths by the frequencies we have

@b~ f 1 , f 2!#2

5uB~ f 1 , f 2!u2Y F E
T
uWx~ f 1 ,t!Wx~ f 2,t!u2dtG

3F E
T
uWx~ f ,t!u2dtG . ~12!

The normalized wavelet-bicoherence is usually plotted o
the frequency space (f 1 , f 2) plane. The interaction region
includes both sum and difference (f 16 f 2) interactions.
However, due to the symmetry of the interaction, it is su
cient to calculate the bicoherence in the frequency spac
, f 1, f m and2 f m, f 2, f m/2, and, finally, the case (f 1 , f 2)
is identical to the case (2 f 1 ,2 f 2). Here f m is the highest
frequency admissible for the wavelet (f N/4). This normal-
ized bicoherence takes values between 0~for a random fluc-
tuation! and 1~for an unmixed quadratic coupling!.

A statistical noise level can be associated to wavelet
coherence in the same way that Ref. 11:

«@b~ f 1 , f 2!#5$~ f N!/n min~ u f 1u,u f 2u,u f u!%1/2, ~13!

wheren is the number of points,f N is the Nyquist frequency
and min~•••! denotes the minimum frequency of the tripl
members; consequently the error is frequency dependen

To compare cases calculated under the same nume
conditions~wavelet transform and frequency resolution! it is
convenient to define the summed bicoherence

@b~ f !#25@1/s~ f !#S@b~ f 1 , f 2!#2, ~14!

where the sum is taken over allf 1 and f 2 such that the
summation rule is satisfied, ands( f ) is the number of terms
of eachf. We can obtain the total bicoherence as
Downloaded 29 Jan 2013 to 128.83.61.192. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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~b!25~1/S!SS@b~ f 1 , f 2!#2, ~15!

where the sum is taken over allf 1 and f 2 , and S is the
number of terms in the summation. So, the total bicohere
measures the total spectral power of the signal during
interval of the calculated integrals. As wavelet analysis c
be done with short data sequences, we can verify the a
ations of total bicoherence during a discharge time, ident
ing intermittent behavior.

It was possible to select in our data five data sections
'3.3 msec to visualize changes in the quadratic coup
between modes during a discharge. Consequently, wav
bicoherences were calculated with a frequency cell of
kHz Figures 11~a! and 11~b! show the summed bicoherenc
at two selected times~6.3–9.6 and 16.2–19.5 msec! for ion
saturation fluctuations, for a probe at fixed poloidal positio
at the equatorial plane. Dashed curves are statistical n
level estimates. The value shows the reliability of resu
The summed bicoherence shows that the maxima are ma
due to frequencies around 10, 30, and 50 kHz. As turbu
structures are not constant in time, the interval from 16.
19.5 msec shows a rather low bicoherence. Thus, the c
three peaks show structures that are not clearly present a
last interval. Figures 11~c! and 11~d! show the contour plots
of bicoherence for the same intervals. The peaks of
summed bicoherence can be also identified in these plot

Finally, Fig. 12 shows the total bicoherence versus ti
for the five data sections of the same probe. Time variat
in this plot is a clear indication of turbulent intermittenc
The same calculations done for probes at different polo
positions show similar intermittency. Moreover, the total b
coherence for probes above the equatorial plane, where t
could be a density rarefaction,6,13 shows the highest values
These characteristics are more pronounced for ion satura
current than for floating potential fluctuations.

FIG. 11. Summed-autobicoherence for ion saturation current fluctuation
two selected time intervals, 6.3–9.6 ms~a! and 16.2–19.5 ms~b!. Dashed
lines are the statistical noise level estimates. Contour plots of wavelet b
herence for the same time intervals and probe~c! and ~d!.
ense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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V. CONCLUSIONS

To investigate spatial–temporal characteristics of plas
turbulence in the scrape-off layer, we analyzed electrost
fluctuations from two probe arrays at the CASTO
tokamak.6,13

Using standard statistical analysis, we obtained n
Gaussian probability distribution functions~PDF! for fluctu-
ating ion saturation current, concluding that these fluct
tions are not randomly distributed in space and time
associated to coherent structures. Consequently, we appl
conditional averaging analysis7 to determine a statistica
measure of these structures. In fact, we found detect
structures propagating along the poloidal direction with c
relation lengths~'1 cm! and lifetimes~'10 msec! larger
than the spatial separation~'0.5 cm! and transit time~'5
msec! between two probes. The larger correlation lengths
lifetimes occur at the higher fluctuation amplitude con
tions. This is consistent with the hypothesis that coher
structures at large amplitudes would have long lifetim
compared with structures with small conditions. Howev
for floating potential fluctuations we obtained Gaussian pr
ability distribution functions~PDF!. Moreover, in the fre-
quency range of the analysis, the changes in the correla
lengths and lifetimes of these fluctuations were not enoug
draw a conclusion about the existence of structures. H
ever, these structures may exist at lower frequencies as
served in turbulence with different spectrum regimes p
dicted by the turbulence decay laws.3 Nevertheless, the
conditional statistical analysis used cannot always be g
anteed to reveal coherent structures in turbulence. In fac
many coherent structures are present with randomly dis
uted velocities, this conditional analysis may fail to sho
their presence and will overestimate their damping, failing
separate these structures from the background turbulenc

A rough estimate of radialE3B drift velocity that
causes the particle transportG(G'ñẼ/B) is Ẽ/B
'1000 m/sec. With this velocity, the plasma can cross
radial scale length of the SOL of 2.0 cm in 20msec, which is
of the same order of magnitude as the lifetime of the repo
n fluctuation structures. Therefore, these structures can a
the radial particle transport induced by the fluctuating
saturation and floating potential. Such long life structu
were obtained by numerical simulations based on a mode
interchange instability~caused by the interaction of the ele
trostatic sheaths at limiter withE3B drifts and diamagnetic

FIG. 12. Total bicoherence versus time for the same probe and data co
ered in Fig. 8~maximum statistical error'0.01).
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currents due to the curvature and gradient of the magn
field!.21

The applied wavelet spectral analysis was very effici
to detect intermittency in the measured electrostatic fluct
tions, as observed by the evolution of the coherence
S(k) spectra in several intervals. In these spectra, we
served a poloidal asymmetry in the fluctuation distributio
namely, the values of phase velocities are lower above
equatorial plane than those obtained at the other positi
This seems to depend on the mode quadratic coupling
discussed in the next paragraph.

The reported turbulence characteristics were used to
lyze spatial and temporal heterogeneity of radial parti
transport, which varies by an order of magnitude during
discharge. Such a strong variation was recently predicted
numerical simulation based on a threshold instability mec
nism, driven by a volumic source as an incoming parti
flux from the plasma bulk.19 The flux predicted by this kind
of model is strongly intermittent exhibiting features of se
organized-criticality dynamics.22 However, although our
transport shows a strong intermittency, the available f
quency range of our data is not appropriate to identify ot
characteristics of the proposed dynamics such as avalan
like bursts and a 1/f decrease of the flux spectrum.23

To extract information about relevant nonlinear intera
tions, we applied wavelet-bicoherence that provides relia
results for short data sequences. So, we found that the
lution of total bicoherence, during different intervals, sho
turbulent intermittency in both fluctuations. On the oth
hand, the quadratic coupling increases with the poloi
angle while the reverse was observed for the phase ve
ties. This opposite variation, i.e., the tendency of increas
nonlinear behavior to reduce the phase velocity, is expec
for drift wave multimode spectra in two-dimension
turbulence.24

This work supports the efficacy of wavelet analysis
describing peculiarities of intermittent plasma fluctuatio
and shows a better detection~compared with Fourier analy
sis! of turbulence nonlinearity that could be compared w
numerical models of turbulence. In fact, previous results
tained with Fourier analysis involved averages in time sca
larger than the characteristic time scale of the reported in
mittency, preventing its investigation. Eventhough in th
analysis turbulence is not described by modes that are
stant in time, the physical intuition associated to mode
scription is still preserved, since a frequency is assigned
each wavelet scale.

In conclusion, by using a conditional analysis, we fou
evidence of coherent structures related to non-Gaussian
havior of electrostatic fluctuations. These results improve
understanding of the reported intermittency described by
wavelet analysis. Thus, in this sense these complemen
techniques are useful to evaluate the significance of tur
lence intermittency at the plasma edge.
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